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Abst ract - -The  standard efinition of convergence of an infinite product of scalars is extended 
co B to the infinite product P = ~m=l m of k × k matrices; that is, P is convergent according to the 
definition given here if and only if there is an integer N such that Bm is invertible for m > N and 
P = limn~co I]nm=N(I + Am) is invertible. Sufficient conditions for this kind of convergence are 
given. Some of the results seem to be new even for infinite products of scalars. The results are 
derived by considering related systems of difference quations, and have implications concerning the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of these systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
An infinite product l-Imco--1 bm of scalars is said to converge if there is an integer N such that 
n b co bm ~ 0 if m > N, and q = limn-~co 1-Im=N m exists and is nonzero• In this case, p = ~m=l  bm is 
r~N-1  b defined by p = q l lm=l m. We begin by extending this definition to infinite products of square 
matrices• 
If {By } are k × k matrices, we define 
rI ( BsBs - I ' "Br ,  if r _< s, Bj= m=r I, if r > s; 
thus, successive terms multiply on the left. 
• co B DEFINITION 1 An int~nite product I]m=l m of k x k matrices converges invertibly if there is 
an integer N such that Bm is invertible for m > N and 
Q= lim l~  Bm (1) 
n ---* CO 
m=N 
exists and is invertible. In this case, we define 
N-1  
= Q 1-I Bm Bin. 
m=l  m=l  
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If k = 1, the adverb "invertibly" is unnecessary. However, it is necessary if k > 1, since the 
oo B standard definition of l-lm=l m does not require that Bm be invertible for large m, nor that 
the limit (1) be invertible for any N even if this is so. Trgo [1] defines convergence of an infinite 
product of matrices as in Definition 1, without a qualifying adverb. 
Definition 1 has the following obvious consequence. 
THEOREM 1. An invertibly convergent infinite product is singular if and only if one of its factors 
is singular. 
THEOREM 2. If H~=I  Bm converges invertibly, then limm--,oo Bm= I. 
PROOF. Suppose that Bm is invertible when m _> N. Let Qn = I-ln~=N Bin. Then, limn-,oo 
Q~ = Q, where Q is invertible. Therefore, lim~--,oo Qn I __ Q-1. Since Bn = Q~Qn-1,-1 
lim B~ = (nlim Qn) (n l im Q~ll)  = QQ-1 = 1. l 
n "-~ O0 
Because of Theorem 2, we consider only infinite products of the form 
oo 
YI  (I + Am), where limoo Am = 0. 
m=l  
We will write 
and 
n 
= H (i + Am), (2) 
m=l  
oo 
P = H ( I+Am).  (3) 
m=l  
We will give sufficient conditions for invertible convergence of infinite products of k x k matrices. 
We believe that some of these conditions are new even when k = 1. Our results have implications 
concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions of systems of difference quations. 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
Our first theorem relates invertible convergence of an infinite product to the asymptotic be- 
havior of solutions of a related system of difference quations. 
oo I THEOREM 3. The infinite product l-Ira=l( + Am) converges invertibly if and only if for some 
integer N >_ 1 the difference quation 
Xn+ 1 = (I -b An)X,~, n >_ N (4) 
oo has a solution {Xn}n=N such that limn-~oo Xn = I. In this case, 
N-1  




P = XNI H (I + Am). (6) 
m=l  
PROOF. Suppose that I-I~=l(I+Am) converges invertibly. Choose N so that I+Am is invertible 
oo I for m _> N, and let Q = 1-ira=N( + Am). Define 
n-1 )] 
Xn=[l i=N(i+A m Q-I, n>_N. 
Then, {Xn}n°°= N is a solution of (4) such that limn-,oo Xn = I. 
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X oo Conversely, suppose that (4) has a solution X = { n}n=N such that limn-~oo Xn = I. Then, 
)] Xn= [mYi=N(I+Am XN, n > N, (7) 
where XN is invertible. Therefore, 
n-1  
YI (I + Am) = XnXN 1 , 
m=N 
n>_N. 
Letting n --+ co shows that 
oo 
YI (I + Am) = XN 1, (8) 
rn=N 
which implies that  I - I~=1( I  + Am) converges invertibly. 
From (2) and (7), 
P~ = (I+Am) = I+Am I+Am 
m=l t .m=N 
N-1 
= [m~=N(ITAm)IXNXNI[ml~=I(I+Am) 1 
N-1  
= X~+lXgl H (I +Am), 
m=l 
which proves (5). From (3) and (8), 
P= H ( I+Am)  = I+Am I+Am 
'm=l 
N-1 
= XN1 H ( I  + Am), 
m=l  
which proves (6). | 
Theorem 3 indicates the connection between invertible convergence of an infinite product of 
k x k matrices 1-ln°°=N(I +Am) and the asymptotic properties of solutions of the linear system of 
difference quations 
Xn+l -- (I + An)xn, n >_ N, (9) 
where xn is a k-vector. We say that (9) has linear asymptotic equilibrium if every solution of (9) 
for which XN # 0 approaches a nonzero limit as n --+ co. This is equivalent to requiring the 
matrix difference quation 
Xn+l = (I + An)Xn, n >_ N, 
to have a solution that approaches I as n ~ oo. 
Because of Theorem 3, we can show that 1-I~=l(I + Am) converges invertibly by showing that 
for some integer N, the difference quation (4) has a solution {Xn}~=N such that limn-~oo Xn = I. 
We obtain our results by applying the contraction mapping principle to a discrete integral equa- 
tion with solutions that satisfy (4). To derive the integral equation, we adapt a procedure 
introduced by Wintner [2,3] for linear systems of differential equations. 
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X oo  If { n}n=N is a sequence of matrices uch that )--]oo AmXm converges and 
oo  
Xn = I -  Z AmXm, n >_ N, (10) 
?D,-----n 
X oo then { n}n=N satisfies (4) and lim,_.c¢ Xn = I. Now suppose that )-~oo Am converges, and 
define Gn oo = ~"~m=n Am. Then, (10) can be rewritten as 
oo  
Xn = I -  Z (Om-Om+l)Xm 
m=n 
oo  oo  
= I -  G~X~-  ~ GmXm + y~ Gm+lXm (11) 
rn=n+ l m=n 
oo  
= f -anXn-  Z am+l(Xm+l  -Xm) .  
m~n 
If 
then (11) can be rewritten as 
Xm+l  -- Xm = A.~Xm, m >_ N, 
oo  
( I  -~-Vn)X n = I -  Z Gm+lgmXrn '  
if the series converges. This motivates the following lemma. 
LENNA 1. Suppose that T °o Ar, converges and define 
oo  
Gn = Z Am and rn = I + Gn. (12) 
mm~ 
__ OO Let N be an integer such that Fn is invertible for n > N, and suppose that {Xn}n=N satisfies 
Xn = ['n 1 I -- Gm+lAmXrn , n >_ N,  (13) 
m~n 
X oo where the series on the right is assumed to converge. Then, { ~}n=U satisfies (4) and 
lim Xn -'- I. (14) 
n---~OO 
PROOF. Note that limn--.ooFn 1 = I. Since the series in (13) 
implies (14). For n > N, 
Xn+ 1 = F~.~I I - Z Gm+IAmX,~ 
rn=n+l 
= F'~-IG,~+IA,~X,~ + r-~-i I -  ~ Gm+IAmX,, 
= F~.I (Gn+aAn + Fn) Xn. 
From (12), 
Fn - Fn+l = Gn - Gn+l = A,~, 
so 
Gn+lAn + Fn = Fn+l + (I + Gn+l) An = Fn+l(I + An). 
Substituting this into the last member of (15) shows that {Xn}n°°=N satisfies (4). 
is assumed to converge, this 
(15) 
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3.  MAIN  RESULTS 
In the following, I" } is a matrix norm such that IABI < [ALIB I for all k × k matrices A and B. 
If {Pn} is a sequence of k × k matrices, then Pn = 0 (¢n) means that {¢n} is a nonincreasing 
sequence of positive numbers uch that l imn-,~ Cn = 0, and 
sup ~ < c~. lim 
n- -4OO q~n 
Consistent with this, Pn = Q~ + O(¢n) means that P~ - Q~ = O(¢~). 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that ~oo Am converges, 
oo 





Z [Gm+lAm[ < oo. (17) 
oo  
Hn = Z Gin+lAin = O(rYn), (18) 
m~n 
¢~ = m~x(p~, ¢~). (19) 
oo I Then, P = Hm=l(  q- Am) converges invertibly, and 
Pn = P + O(¢n+1). (20) 
PROOF. A sequence {Zn}n°°=N satisfies (13) if and only if Xn = I + Un, where 
U~ = F~ 1 -  I -  F~ 1 H~ + Z Gm+xAmUm • 
m=n 
(21) 
We will use the contraction mapping principle to show that this equation has a solution {Un},,°°_ N 
if N is sufficiently large. 
From (12), (16), and (19), 
F~ 1 - I = r~ l ( I  - r . )  = o(¢n) ,  (22) 
since F~ 1 is bounded as n ~ c~. For a given integer N _> 1, let 13N be the Banach space of 
-- U. oo sequences/4 { n}n=N of k x k matrices uch that [Un[ = O(¢n), with norm 
IGI Ilull = sup 
r,>_N Cn 
Since p~l is bounded as n --* oo, (16), (17), (19), and (22) imply that the transformation ~ = Llg 
defined by 
Vn = F~ 1 - I - F~ 1 Hn + am+xAmUm 
Tr$~n / 
maps B/v into itself. Because of (17) and the boundedness of F~ 1 as n --* oo, we can choose N 
sufficiently large so that 
oo  
[n>_N J rn=N 
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Then, L is a contraction mapping. Hence, there is a (unique) sequence {Un};& in l3~ that 
satisfies (21), and the sequence {Xn}F& defined by X, = 1+ U,, satisfies (13). Now Theorem 3 
implies that P converges invertibly. Moreover, since X,+1 = I + O(&+i), (5),(6) imply (20). 1 
REMARK 1. Let z be an arbitrary k-vector. If the assumptions of Theorem 4 hold, then The- 
orems 3 and 4 imply that (9) has a unique solution such that zn = z + 0(&n>, provided that 
I + A,,, is invertible for m 2 N; thus, (9) has linear asymptotic equilibrium. This comment also 
applies to the following results. 
COROLLARY 1. The conclusions of Theorem 4 hold if 
co 
c Am = o(h) and 2 [Ami < 00. 
m=Tl 
Corollary 1 extends a standard result for infinite products of scalars. Trgo [I] states that 
C” lAml < 00 is a sufficient condition for invertible convergence of P, but does not specify the 
order of convergence (20). 
We believe that the following results are new even for scalar infinite products (k = 1). 
THEOREM 5. Let {Bm}E=l be a sequence of k x k matrices and {b,}~=l a sequence of non- 
negative numbers such that 
(23) 
and 
limsup lBml < 00. 
m-+m 
(24) 
Let {Cm}~=l be a sequence of k x k matrices such that 




“(n = bn-11&I + g b,lC, - c~+~I, (27) 
(where bo = 0). Suppose that 
Then, the infinite products 
P= fi(I+B,Cm) and P= fi(I+C,B,) 
m=l m=l 
converge invertibiy, and 
fi(~+B,c,)=MWz+~) and fi (I+ G&d = p + O(&+I>, 
m=l m=l 
where 
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PROOF. We consider the infinite product P. The treatment of/5 is the same. We first show that 
?% 
Gn = ~m°°=n BmCm converges. Define Sn = ~j=l  Bj. Summation by parts yields 
N N-1 
BmCm = SNCN - Sn-xCn "4- y~ Sm(Cm-Cm+l) .  
?~ft~n m~n 
Because of (23), [Sm] <_ bm for all m; hence, from (25)-(27), we can let N --* oo and conclude 
that Gn is defined and IG, I < 7n. Now (24) and (28) imply that Hn in (18) is defined and 
[H~t = ~ Gm+lB,~Cm <_ ~ %~+llBmllCm[ = O "r,~+l • 
?Tt=n m=n 
Now Theorem 4 implies the conclusion. | 
oo COROLLARY 2. Let B be a k x k matr/x. Let {cm}m=l be a nonincreasing sequence of positive 
numbers uch that limn-~oo cn = 0 and 
OD 
CmCrn+l  < (30. (29)  
Let {tm}~=l be a sequence of complex numbers uch that 
n 
Z tm <_ M, n >_ 1, 
j= l  
for some constant M. Then the infinite product 
co  
P = H ( I+cmtmB) 
m=l  
converges invertibly and P,~ = P + O(¢n+1), where 
Cn = max Cn, CmCm+l  • 
'?'D.~n / 
PROOF. We apply Theorem 5 with Bm = tmB, bn = M[B[, and Cm = cmI. Then, [Cm[ = cm[II, 
so (25) and (26) hold; moreover, 7n = 2M[B][I[cn if n _> 2, so (29) implies (28). Therefore, 
Theorem 5 implies the conclusion. | 
B oo COROLLARY 3. Let { re}m=1 be a sequence of k x k matrices uch that 
n 
Z BJ < Mn 1-~, n >_ l, 
j= l  
where M and/3 are positive constant. Suppose also that 
l imsup [Bml < oo. 
Then, the infinite product 
P= H I+  Bm 
m~l  
converges invertibly, and Pn = P + O(n-~) • 
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PROOF. We apply Theorem 5 with Cm = I /m and bn = Mn i-a. Then, (25) and (26) are easily 
verified, 
% <_ Mill (n -  1) 1-a + Z ma+l < gn-a  
n '1"1~ --. 9"/. 
for some constant K, and 
CO CO 1 
~rm+alCml ~ KII[ ~ ma+l -0  (n -a ) .  
'IT/, ~ n rn,~..~- n 
Hence, Theorem 5 implies the conclusion. 
CO COROLLARY 4. Let {Bin}m=1 be a sequence of k x k matrices uch that 
j=~IBJ < Mn(logn) -a-2, n>2,  
where M and 13 are positive constants. Suppose also that 
lim sup I Bml < oo. 
m----+O0 
Then, the infinite product 
P= 1~ I+ Bm 
m=l  
converges invertibly, and Pn = P + O( (logn)-a). 
PRoof .  We apply Theorem 5 with Cm = I /m and bn = Mn(log n) -a-2.  Then, (25) and (26) 
are easily verified, 
7n < Mill (log(n - 1)) a+2 + = m(logm)a+2 -< g( l °gn) -a - l '  
for some K and 
Co Co 1 
~'m+xlCml _<Kill m~~ m(logm)a+x 
Hence, Theorem 5 implies the conclusion. 
= O(log n)-a.  
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